
Product Infomation

Standard Stock Sizes 
  Codes    Standard sizes Core    Adhesive      

  

Durability

ALC METALLIZED PRINTABLE 
TEXTURED FILM 

Thickness

PRINTABLE PRODUCTS

* Outdoor life will vary depending on installation technique, location and relative position to the sun.

Horizontal application up to  
1 year* 
Vertical application outdoors up 
to 2 years *

Construction:     Aluminium construction with anti-slip “Deep Grain” surface 
Main Application:    This floor graphic has been designed to adhear to concrete, 

  asphalt & other hard to stick to surfaces. Improved anti slip 
  resistance to those areas.

Shelf Life:    Up to 2 years
Storage Conditions:    Stored up to 25°C and up to 50% relative humidity in 

  original packaging.
Application Temperature: +10°~ + 60° 
Adhesive:     Pressure sensitive solvent base acrylic (Clear permanent)
Finish:    White
Core:      76mm 
Printing:    Solvent, Eco-solvent, UV-based and HP Latex inks.
Area of use:   Wall, concrete, asphalt, brick, tile, marble, terrazzo  

  and other masonry rough surface.

Test Method Result
AS 4586:2013 Oil-Wet Incline Platform Slip Resistant Test: R12
AS 4586:2013 Wet Pendulum Slip Resistant Test: P5
AS 4586:2013 Dry Floor Friction Slip Resistant:  D1

Classification  - Australian Standards: AS 4586:2013

Release Paper:  80gsm Double sided silicone PE coated white 
 wood pulp paper = 140gsm total

   White
S995         1370mm x 30m                76mm    Clear Permanent

For additional infomation 
on this product please 

use the above QR Code.
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This Printable film is designed to adhear to concrete, asphalt & other hard to stick to places. 
With it's aluminium construction, it conforms to the surface it's applied too which increases the 
stick and also improves the anti slip resistance. This film is ideal for floor graphics with a high 
white point finish. No lamination required! This film also meets the Australian standards for slip 
resistance & is certified! 

76 North View Drive  P: +61 (0)3 9312 7400
Sunshine West Vic 3020  F: +61 (0)3 9312 7455

sales@alclaminating.com

PLEASE NOTE – All information, recommendations and suggestions contained herein, without limitation, stated values (collectively the “information”) shall 
be used only as a guide by Purchaser and not for specification or any other purpose. The information does not constitute a warranty or guaranty of any type 
whatsoever. Purchaser should independently determine the suitability of all material purchased and must confirm adaptability and other characteristics by 
conducting its own tests. The seller shall have no liability as a result of any loss, expense, damage, cost or other injury which results from Purchaser’s reliance on 
the information.




